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T he National Association of Cost Accou ntants
does not stand sponsor for v iews expressed by
the writers of articles issued as Publica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and su ggestive. T he a rticles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of t he secretary. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
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ED IT OR IAL D EP AR T M E NT N OT E
Ou r Bulletin this time concerns itself with the practical application of ra ther well - established principles in a
field that presents a number of problems. Proba bly the
ma jority of our members understand the principles of
inventory and material control, but, if confronted with
the application of those principles in a company having
a la rge va riety of pa rts a nd finished produ cts, they might
not appreciate all of the practical points involved in
such application. T his bulletin describes the handling
of the material control features in a complex situation.
T he pa per is the j oint effort of Messrs. John F. Clark
a nd Herb ert J. Nob le o f t he T a yl or I nst ru me nt Comp a ny
of Rochester, New York. Mr. Clark is a native of
Rochester, and, following seventeen years' experience
with the Otis Eleva tor Comp a ny in cost a c cou nting work
and three yea rs in government work, he went with the
Ta ylor Instru ment Company where he is the inventory
depa rtment supervisor. Mr. Noble has spent all of his
bu siness life with his present compa ny. He sta rt ed the re
as a bookkeeper in 1907 and was appointed comptroller
in 1924. Bot h m en a r e m em ber s o f the Ro ch est er Chapter, and we are indebted to the Director of Publications
of that Chapter fo r t h e submission of this paper.
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INVENTORY CONTROL AS USED BY TAYLOR
INSTRUMENT COMPANIES OF
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
inventory control here outlined is used in a diversified and
T HE
extensive business of a technical nature, which presents many

supplies.

complex problems of production involving over eight thousand
different catalogued items of product, distribution being worldwide and the largest of its kind in the world. This is stated to
substantiate what might appear to be too much system for such
confined limits in the general accounting field as inventory control.
An exhaustive study and survey has been made within the last
three years of this control, including related departments in the
organization, by a prominent national firm of industrial engineers
and many of the existing features are the result of their recommendations, including decentralization of stock records and a minimum of mechanical equipment, but fundamentally is the same
system in effect for the last eight years.
Cost, Purchasing, and Inventory Departments operate under the
jurisdiction of office executives and correlate with factory departments, such as Receiving, Inspection, Routing, Production, Finished Stock, Shipping, and Reclamation. The Inventory Department consists of three divisions:
(a) Eight raw materials and parts stockrooms.
(b) Five stock ledger groups.
(c) One tabulating and statistical division.
Merchandise inventory accounts are:
(a ) Raw materials (includes supplies) and parts purchased.
(b) Work in process.
(c) Parts (includes assemblies) manufactured and finished
goods.
For purposes of stockroom control, code numbers have been
assigned:
200001 to 2519999 —raw materials and
252000 to 299999---parts purchased.
300000 to 367000 —parts manufactured.
367oo1 to 399999— finished goods.
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With this division of code numbers, there is a better check on
undue fluctuations in the book figures. When an upward or downward trend occurs, it is advantageous to know what part of the
account is affected.

Code Numbers
Numbers 200,000 to 399,999 Were used because they did not conflict with any other series of numbers used in the organization, such
as those used in the administrative, sales, factory, engineering or
other divisions.
The annual inventory is set up by fifty major commodity and
product classifications and requires as many permanent blocks of
code numbers.
Examples:
(a) Rod and flat metals —codes 20 9 0 0 1 to 2 1 1 0 0 0
(b) Glass capillary —codes 2 1 9 0 0 1 to 2 2 0 0 0 0
(c) Finished goods imported from London factory —codes
38 8 0 0 1
to 3 9 0 0 0 0
These code numbers are further sub - grouped by kind of
materials:
(a) Rod and flat metals class.
(b) Steel, brass, copper, etc.
(c) Round, square, hex, etc.
The difficulty presented is the determination of the allowance to
make for expansion, and a careful analysis of the situation is first
required by checking previous performance and arriving at some
estimate for the future. After nearly eight years' experience with
the original assignment of code numbers, the major classifications
require no expansion but some sub - groups approached the limit
of the block assigned and necessitated an extension. A notation
to indicate the continuation numbers is made so that they will not
appear in separate places in the annual inventory books.
Every article of stock is assigned a code number and this is
recorded in a master code book which fully describes the part. The
official description is furnished by the Production Department in
order to agree with master production and planning records (bills
of materials, standard operation sheets, drawings, etc.). The
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same code number continues when the part has been modified or as
long as the description and part number remain unchanged.
It is found advisable, as a matter of efficiency and economy in
clerical work, to keep the assignment of code numbers on individual items reduced to a minimum. This is possible by using only
one code number for a combination of sizes and shapes of like material where the cost range is identical or too slight to affect the
use of an average price. This applies principally to tool steel, pipe
fittings, drills, dies, etc. Code numbers are not used for factory
forms, leaflets, catalogues, office forms, stationery and supplies.
There are instances where code numbers were assigned when
parts were actually purchased and subsequently produced in our
own factory, and again the reverse condition has occurred. Conditions may later develop which would bring the source of supply
back to the original code status. To simplify the procedure in such
cases, the original code numbers are allowed to remain and accounts journalized to provide for proper adjustment. Price files
are rubber stamped "purchased" or "manufactured" to indicate
the exact source of supply as this information is important to the
Cost Department and as a positive record in annual inventory to
know what items require attention for market pricing.
A cross -index file is maintained by items showing code numbers
with vendors descriptions, symbols, and part numbers for purchased stock, and part and catalogue numbers for manufacturers
stock and finished goods. This file is always referred to when new
items come into the line and need coding. Items with part and
catalogue numbers are indexed by these numbers only and not by
name. Official information is received from the Production Department when part numbers and descriptions are changed.
Stockrooms
Stockrooms for parts are located throughout the factory where
they will efficiently serve production with a minimum of routing
and handling. A general storeroom is maintained in a central location for raw materials, chemicals, and general expense supplies
but these general materials (not duplicate items) are also stocked
in parts stockrooms as a matter of convenience to the factory.
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Perpetual inventory records are maintained on 14" x 9" loose leaf
ledgers and are located in these same stockrooms.
The finished stockroom and tool rooms with inventory records
maintained under supervision of the Inventory Department and
the maintenance stock room without stock records are operated
under the jurisdiction of the factory, but all are tied in with inventory control. The foreman in the Maintenance Department is held
responsible for their stock. With the exception of finished stock,
these stock rooms account for the issues -out and returns -to -stock
on requisition and return -to -stock forms but charges to their stock
are made directly from vendor's invoices with no report of delivery
to stock on their part necessary. It is the consensus of opinion
that the most economical method of handling the Maintenance Department stock is without stock records and it would be a disadvantage to consolidate with the general storeroom.
3" x 5" cross -index cards indicate location of each item of stock
by row and bunk numbers. Description labels appear on bunks.
Combination weighing and counting scales are employed to
facilitate the determination of quantity of small parts. Although
this equipment is a time saver and could not reasonably be dispensed with, it results in plus and minus quantities which ultimately
cause some discrepancies. Minus quantities to the factory are
compensated for by issuance of additional stock without charge,
but plus quantities are not always returned to the stock room
where they rightfully belong. In both cases component parts could
be damaged in assembling operations, and new parts, substituted
with no accounting. To successfully operate with counting scales,
co- operation by factory personnel is required.
Many of the parts are fragile and delicate and other items would
be damaged by exposure or extremes of temperature. For this
reason, a factory committee of three is delegated to see that special
drawers, trays, shelves, bunks, and other containers are designed
and stock delivered in these containers, where practical, from the
factory, or instructions as to special stocking conditions are issued
to the stock room. Standard operation sheets specify the particular kind of container to use after certain operations.
Physical check of stock on hand is made progressively during
the year and compared with stock records. The differences are
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either accounted for against some open lot order, if permissable,
or against a standing general stock room adjustment expense number. These differences are totalled at the end of the month and
charged through journal entry to an expense account. As a matter
of information, the monthly totals are determined for each stock
room and recorded for reference. Stockkeepers work under instructions to check the quantity on hand prior to accepting new
deliveries to stock, and ledger clerks look for this check before
posting the new deliveries.
Stock withdrawn and found to be defective or damaged is returned with a signed reclamation slip, stating full particulars for
rejection, and is replaced with good stock. This defective stock
is accumulated in the stock room and sent semi - monthly, or more
often if conditions warrant, to the Reclamation Department with
the signed slip and a copy of the stock requisition issued by stock keeper charging the quantity to that department. If the stock keeper or factory representative questions the quality of balance
in stock, a re- inspection is requested and further rejections made,
if justified. When these rejections bring the balance on record
down to minimum, the ledger clerk determines the status of rejects and does not flag the account for re- ordering if the Reclamation Department reports that stock will be salvaged and returned
to stock room. Stockkeepers are not given authority to sign
rejection slips.
When there is not sufficient stock to fill a bill of material or
requisition, the Production Department may authorize the orders
to be filled, less shortages; the exact quantities furnished entered
by stockkeeper marked `B.O." The stockkeeper issues a back
order requisition for remaining quantities, which are eventually
filled and posted on records when new deliveries are received. If
there is only a slight shortage in one or more items, the Production Department may decrease the quantities ordered consistent
with number of assemblies which can be produced.
Deliveries to stock are accompanied by copies of receiving slips
for purchased stock and original factory lot order or partial delivery slip for manufactured stock. Copies of receiving slips
which contain approval by Inspection Department are retained for
information of stockkeeper and ledger clerk but factory lot orders
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are rubber stamped with date received and stock room number, and
returned by the ledger clerk to the Production Department. These
eventually go to the Cost Department.
A list of persons in the organization authorized to sign requisitions for stock is compiled under the direction of the office manager for the office and the production manager for the factory.
These names, followed by factory or office location, are alphabetically posted in each stock room and no requisition is honored
unless it checks with this list. New names, replacements, and cancellations are issued from time to time.
About seven hundred kinds, sizes, and finishes of commercial
screws are located in one stock room, which, for purposes of
economy of operation, are not controlled by stock records. There
are frequent transactions involving these items, but total value in
inventory is relatively small. The stockkeeper is given full
authority over these screws, and writes the shop order to the
Plating Department. The unfinished screws as received from vendors or produced in our own factory are controlled through the
ledgers, and indicates the quantities requisitioned by the stock keeper for routing to the Plating Department. Minimum quantities are placed in envelopes or small linen bags and when necessary to open these containers to fill factory requisitions it is an
indication that stock needs replenishing. Bills of material and
requisitions which specify unusual quantities when they are apportioned are routed to the stockkeeper for information to anticipate the requirements.
Prior to the annual inventory, every stock account is checked
and where a recent physical count was not made as indicated on the
records, the stock is counted and balances brought down to date
so that the account will show that it has been checked within two
or three months prior to close of year.
It is almost impossible for a stockkeeper to overlook deliveries
to stock from the Receiving Department as the vendor's invoice
cannot be balanced without a delivery-to -stock report. If he overlooks a delivery to stock from a manufacturing lot order, this automatically comes to attention when the ledger clerk follows up
overdue due -in quantities. Therefore, the greatest concern is that
stock be issued only on requisitions and that these adequately de96
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scribe the item to avoid incorrect posting. It is the duty of the
stockkeeper to add any pertinent data to the requisition in order to
positively identify the item on the records. Considering the voluminous and various nature of our line, the extensive system of part
numbers with their similarity, there is some excuse for a few
shortages during the year, but it is our opinion that these are down
to a satisfactory minimum.
Accepting the factory's count on truck loads of stock, too bulky
to check through available counting scales, has in the past caused
some shortages. It is now the practice to make a physical count
of our own and then store in units according to quantities usually
required for assembly orders by the factory which reduces future
handling to a minimum and expedites the filling of factory requisitions. This procedure has its psychological effect upon factory
personnel which is operating under an incentive system. Differences must be reconciled with the factory before the transaction is
closed.
Glass capillary is the most difficult commodity in the raw materials inventory to control. A detailed perpetual inventory record,
although possible, would involve considerable clerical work. The
outside diameter and size of bore is subject to the skill of operators
at the glass factory; consequently, a wide variation in the specifications on purchase requisitions is always necessary whereas only
a very small percentage of an order can be used for a particular
item of product which is further subject to a variety of lengths.
A simplified inventory record, by kinds and types, is in effect
which accounts for poundage received and issued, by dates and
order numbers, and stock on hand. The control and replenishment
is entirely within the stock room which depends upon a skilled
stockkeeper to handle it properly. Each lot passes through the
Inspection Department before its release to the factory operator.
Unfortunately, however, some defects are not discernable until
certain operations are performed in production which results in a
direct loss, and this is a large amount each year. In these instances
it is impractical to return the defects to the stock room for nocharge replacement as is done with parts and assemblies, and for
this reason they go directly from the factory to the Reclamation
Department.
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Lumber is another commodity which causes some trouble to keep
in balance with the records. Carload shipments are unloaded at
the railroad siding, graded and stored in piles for air - drying. The
piles are numbered for identification purposes. Quantities and
grades are checked with vendor's invoices and the laid down cost
determined. A standard cost figure is used for the higher grades
and the lower grades left to take the remainder. When the lumber
piles get down to zero there appear shortages, overages, and necessary transfers of higher grades to lower grades. At certain times
during the year the total quantity in stock runs close to 750,000
board feet and it is felt that these discrepancies are not a proper
charge or credit to stock room expense. The price for the lower
grade is adjusted to take care of the differences. The Stockkeeper
has a separate stock record of each pile of lumber which is also
used to maintain a check upon the age of the lumber so that each
pile will be used in its proper sequence, and he also keeps a consolidated record showing balance in stock for each grade and thickness, which agrees with the stock ledger. At inventory time, piles
from which some withdrawals have been made are physically
checked by counting the number of rows, width of pile, and average length and a conservative figure used from these calculations
for actual balances and records adjusted accordingly.
Stock Ledgers
Stock ledgers are under care of ledger clerks. Except in one
stock room it is possible for the Stockkeeper to also perform the
duties of ledger clerk. All stock is authorized by the Production
Department located for convenience near stock ledgers and that
department issues schedule forms containing description, part
numbers, ordering instructions, minimum, etc. Ledger sheets
printed both sides for a total of ninety -four entries constitute the
stock record with captions written in ink and pencil postings.
"Minimum" at top of "Total Available" and "Follow -up Quantity"
over "Total in Stock" columns are printed in red to make these
factors as conspicuous as possible. Spaces are provided for the
following:
(a ) Cost.
(b) Code Number.
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Unit of Measure.
Quantities used monthly during current year.
Quantities used current year to date.
Quantities used yearly —last four years.

Apportionment Record

One -half of the ledger sheets provides for apportioning which
includes date, order number, due -in with date wanted, date promised, due -out with date required, and total available balance. Due -in
postings are from new factory lot orders or purchase requisitions,
and due -out from bills of materials and stock requisitions.
Many accounts are affected by blanket or gross quantities necessary to purchase over a stated period, with shipments at intervals,
in order to obtain a minimum cost. Fly sheets are inserted over
the particular accounts on which is recorded in due -in column, the
quantity authorized and partial shipping quantities in the due -out
column, and balance shown in total available column. The same
operations are continued as further partial shipments are required
until the total available reaches zero. The first partial shipment
is usually specified on original purchase requisitions, but supplemental purchase requisitions bearing original number and with
suffix letters A, B, etc., are used for the subsequent shipments and
forwarded to the Purchasing Department for information and
appropriate action. The quantities which are called in are entered
on regular account in due -in column. The object of this procedure
is to afford an opportunity of anticipating requirements and a
minimum inventory.
There are many productive stock accounts where monthly
demand is practically constant and, in co-operation with Production
Department, the apportioning record is discontinued. This is also
the case with all our general factory expense supplies. The
minimum quantity of course is then established with the knowledge that total in stock balances apply. This results in a saving
of considerable clerical work.
When balances are down or close to minimum, the account is
flagged by means of a printed slip attached to the account on
which is noted the part number, description, and date and this
same date is also noted on the ledger as a record of date the ac99
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count was flagged. The Production Department goes through the
ledgers systematically to scrutinize these accounts, and either
specify and authorize the reordering quantity or postpone until
subsequent withdrawals are made when the account is again
flagged. It will be noted that, in a general way, we do not establish
definite ordering quantities in advance because it is the concensus
of opinion that this results in more intelligent action when it is
necessary to re- order, and avoids, through clerical procedure, the
automatic use of a set quantity which might not fit conditions
existing at the particular time.
Ledger clerks write the new factory lot orders (8" x 5" size
for visible files) which are routed to the Production Department
for execution or purchase requisitions (autographic register equipment) direct to the Purchasing Department including a blueprint
of latest specifications and drawings where required, and follow up these entries at appropriate intervals.
(B )

Actual Stock

The remaining half of the ledger sheets provides for the record
of physical stock including date, order number, received, issued,
and total in stock. Bills of material, stock requisitions, returns
and deliveries to stock forms which are stamped with date executed
and stockkeeper's initials are posted to the actual stock record, and
a check mark used for each entry on both available and actual stock
sides of sheets when they balance. As partial deliveries are received, the accumulative quantity delivered through the last posting
is shown to facilitate the determination of the difference between
original quantity ordered and actually received, and this is also
true of partial shipments out of stock. If over- or under - delivered,
the differences are again posted on available side. The account is
in balance when, by taking the available balance shown plus due in and minus unfilled due -out, the result is the same as the actual in -stock figure. Ledger clerks look for the stockkeeper's physical
check when posting the deliveries to stock, and follow this up with
the stockkeeper if not reported. An "O.K." notation is entered
against the total in stock figure which shows at what points the
physical count was made.
Raw materials purchased by weight such as platinum wire, brass
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and copper tubing, silver rod, etc., and carried, for convenience in
handling and accounting, by inches, feet, etc., are converted by
the stockkeepers to agree with the stock room unit of measure
designated on ledger. Precious metals invoiced by Troy ounces
are converted to Avoirdupois. The ratio of conversion is shown
on the ledger.
The cost price is entered on stock requisitions, returns to stock,
every item on bills of materials and deliveries to stock from factory lot orders at the time of posting, but not on deliveries to stock
from purchase requisitions.
Purchasing Department order numbers are disregarded as it is
more convenient to use the purchasing requisition numbers as this
checks with the original issuance of the purchase requisition by
the ledger clerk. All inquiries to the Purchasing Department are
by purchase requisition number.
Total quantities issued by month and current year to date are
compiled progressively after the close of each month.

Price Record
The price record consists of code number, description, part number, date, and price on 4" x 6" cards printed both sides, provision
being made for four different code numbers on each card and
thirty -two entries per code number. This is a visible file and reference by code number. Prices for raw materials supplies, parts
and finished goods, purchased, are taken from stock room delivery
to stock forms which have been priced direct from vendor's invoices, and after the latest deliveries have been averaged with
previous prices upon the basis of the total actual value of quantity in stock at the time of figuring the averages. If quantity in
stock at the time of setting the new average is lower than vendor's
delivery quantity and the cost is higher than previous average cost,
the vendor's billing price becomes the latest cost and the differences, if of any consequence, are either charged on supplemental
requisitions to previous lot orders, if open in Cost Department files,
or as a loss to a general expense number. The gains which result
under this system of pricing are usually disregarded, unless they
are of some consequence, under the assumption that they will offset the losses. From actual experience we know that this method
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does not affect to any degree the accountability at end of year, between book figures and inventory total. The priced delivery -tostock forms are permanently filed by code number which forms
a valuable record of all purchases for stock. When prices of purchased productive stock fluctuate five per cent more or less, the
Cost Department is advised.
It is realized that there is some disadvantage in the Cost Department by frequent changes of purchased stock; and this could
be avoided if standard prices were used and an adjustment account
established to absorb the differences. During the past year our
supplier of grey iron castings submitted a scale of prices on the
poundage basis for each pattern, and due to the extensive line of
patterns the prices ranged from seven to eighty cents per pound.
It was to our advantage to accept the new prices which superseded
the old flat rate per pound as an average billing price for all castings, and it was immediately apparent how this would disturb conditions in the Cost and Sales Departments. Decision was made to
use standard price per pound for all castings, and the differences
on vendor's invoices placed in a temporary adjustment account.
There is no question in our minds, from this experience, about the
feasibility of adopting the system of standard raw material and
parts purchased prices, which general subject has been under consideration.
Many articles of finished goods manufactured by our London
factory and other exclusive manufacturers are routed, when received, through our factory for certain definite operations such as
inspection, testing, labelling and boxing, on standing lot numbers.
As the factory cost per instrument remains constant, the deliveries,
when received in the stock room, are priced to include vendor's
laid down invoice value and factory cost for these additional operations. The three book accounts affected by these transactions
are adjusted at the end of the month by journal entries.
Prices for parts, assemblies, and finished goods manufactured in
our own plant are furnished by the Cost Department on a printed
form and, after entry in price files, the same form is forwarded to
stock records as authority to establish or revise cost.
Many items of general factory expense supplies and some indirect productive materials are charged to departmental expense
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from vendor's invoice: This procedure was adopted as another
means of saving clerical time. At present this involves about
25,000 requisitions a year. Care was used in selecting the items
of stock which could be handled by such routine so that there would
be no unusual monthly fluctuation in the factory departmental
charges. Some of the vendor's invoice amounts are distributed
two or more ways on a percentage basis depending upon the usage
and value. The demand, of course, is somewhat constant, consistent with economical purchase quantities, and the rate of turnover considered. Items having a low rate of turnover and purchase
quantity of an appreciable amount do not lend themselves to this
plan. However, a carload of excelsior is consumed about every
three weeks, but not charged direct to expense. If it were so
charged, it would have an erratic effect in the monthly departmental
comparisons. Also, we do not include fifty- gallon drums of lubricant, chemicals, etc., which are withdrawn from stock in these container quantities, and set up in the factory departments for their
manufacturing operations, because there would be no apparent
saving in clerical work. Even though charged to expense when
purchased, a requisition must be presented to the store room and
posted through perpetual stock records, and from this point the
difference being that the requisitions are not priced or routed to
the Cost Department, with the exception of the charges to productive lot orders, as these unpriced requisitions are routed to the
Cost Department files. Latest invoice costs are entered in the
price file and each code numbered item designates how the supplies should be departmentally charged.
Pricing annual inventory is done directly from this record.
Vendor's Invoices
All vendor's invoices are received from the Purchasing Department after they have been approved for payment and noted with
purchase requisition number and department for which required.
They are then classified and considered in two groups: first, those
which are charged direct to administrative general ledger accounts;
and second, all invoices involving merchandise inventory and cost
of product.
Stock room delivery-to -stock forms bearing purchase requisition
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numbers which have been filed, when received from stock ledgers,
by same numbers are withdrawn and priced direct from the invoices. Name of vendor and unit price is noted. The unit cost of
the quantity received in the stock room will agree with the vendor's cost, provided quantities are identical or are not purchased
by one unit of measure and converted by the stockkeeper to another. There are instances where the quantity received may vary
slightly, more or less, and these quantities are used to determine
the actual unit cost and not invoice quantity. A majority of all
invoices, when received, are for shipments not delivered to the
stock room at the time of being approved by Purchasing Department for such reasons as making payment before goods arrive, or
not passed by the Inspection Department.
There is another file of requisitions, issued by the factory, of
special purchases not carried in stock for direct use in work in
process, and these are priced directly from the invoices. Some
laid down costs cover more than one invoice, and this refers to
shipments from abroad where the vendor's charge is one item and
duty and carrying charges the other. Another case is where raw
materials are ordered shipped from mills direct to a vendor for
fabrication, and the total laid down cost is the sum of both invoices. Charges from domestic shipments for transportation,
cartage, boxing, containers, etc., are made direct to general ledger
expense accounts, and not included in direct cost of product, except
freight on carload shipments of lumber. On invoices for our print
shop covering composition matter, the lead used for the type is
charged to expense and labor of the type -setter to the job as full
credit is obtained when the type becomes old metal to be salvaged.
An adding machine tape accompanies the invoices involving the
inventory account as they are forwarded to the Accounting Department each day, which acts as a check between the two departments. At the close of the month a list is received from the Accounting Department of some invoices and credits not entered in
the accounts payable register, the total amount being considered as
a deduction from inventory control figures and advice is also received during the month of any invoices withdrawn.
Invoices which are not balanced by report of delivery-to -stock
forms are followed -up periodically to be accounted for as follows:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Not released by Inspection Department.
Returned to vendor.
Vendor's credit.
Vendor's no charge replacement.
Requisitions from the factory, if they divert all or part of
shipment to work in process instead of to stock room.
These instances, although they do occur, are reduced to
a satisfactory minimum through our continual follow -up
during the last few years. Requisitions from Purchasing,
Engineering, or any other department taking samples
for use in inspection and not releasing them to stock
rooms. Inspection Department is held responsible to see
that these requisitions are issued. The requisitions are
then used to close the stock ledger records and charge to
appropriate accounts.
( f) Shortages in count between quantities reported by the
Receiving Department and delivered to the stock room
which are charged to factory expense, if unaccounted for,
and the factory advised of this action so that they may
follow -up and take appropriate action.
It is evident that, at close of a fiscal year, the purchases on every
vendor's invoice must be entirely accounted for.
Tie -up With General Ledger Accounts
Stock requisitions, with bills of material, returns -to -stock and
delivery -to -stock from factory orders are extended. Adding machine tapes on these three groups and sub - groups according to the
four classes of code numbers previously mentioned are totalled, and
the totals entered each day on work sheets which are totalled at the
close of month and constitute the figures for journal entries. The
daily tapes and the forms mentioned go to the Cost Department
at the end of each day with that date stamped on the reverse side
of each form as information to the Cost Department and their protection to detect any duplication of entries at subsequent dates.
It is necessary to hold some requisitions in abeyance, awaiting
prices from the Cost Department for new items of manufactured
stock not recorded in their files. These are usually from partial
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quantities delivered to stock and issued to other orders. This file
is eventually closed at the end of the fiscal year.
The finished stock room issues a monthly report for information
of Inventory, Production, and Sales Departments in the form of
one 8" x 5" card for each item of finished stock and includes, for
inventory control purposes, net total quantity shipped, cost, and
code number. Extensions which are then grouped by book accounts and code groups, are shown on the same card and the total
for each incorporated in the work sheets prior to closing for the
month. The same cards are routed through the Sales Department
to the finished stock room and returned to the files by catalogue
numbers, and contain sufficient space for making forty -eight consecutive monthly reports. All issues out of stock other than Sales
Department shipping orders are accounted for daily on separate
requisitions and, after being included in daily totals, are balanced
by off -set cards, because these issues are also included in the
monthly 8" x 5" card figures.
A concise monthly statement is finally made to the executives,
showing balances by accounts and the four code classifications, and
the grand total is compared with the actual book figure. Total inventory valuation is over one and one -half million dollars, and for
the last two years there have occurred only slight monthly differences in the comparisons.
Annual Inventory
Work in process and depreciated inventory books cannot be
written until after the date of physical inventory, but all others are
typewritten in advance from the master code books. There are
thirty inventory books. A check is made to keep out the inactive
items as about one -third of the code numbers assigned have become
dormant. Space is provided to take care of additional items which
appear before the close of the year, and those are entered in the
books just prior to closing date. The fiscal year ends July 3r,
which is the most advantageous time for the business, it being
between busy seasons, and allows factory employees an opportunity
of a week's leave during the desirable vacation season. Factory
operations stop for this week from Monday to Saturday inclusive
but, as a matter of fact, the inventory system in effect does not re106
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quire a full week of shut -down as the limit could be the few days
required to get the work in process completed.
General inventory instructions for guidance of all concerned are
issued July i and special instructions are also issued to those departments having conditions which are peculiar to their own, such
as, finished screws in one stock room which have to be reported
on 4" x 6" cards. This is the only group of stock not recorded
in stock ledgers in that stock room.
The ultimate aim of the instructions is to avoid duplication and
overlapping, and definitely place the responsibility of getting all
and correct quantities reported, and so that the new year will begin
without confusion.
Inventory sheets are i3Y4" high printed both sides, and provided
across the 18y4" width with columns as follows:
Code No.
Description.
Location.
Quantities.
Total quantity.
Price.
(a ) cost.
(b) market.
(c) Cost or market.
Unit of measure.
Extensions.
Departmental (For work in process).
Stock rooms.
(a ) Purchased (2 00 ,0 00 code numbered item).
(b) Manufactured (3 00 , 00 0 code numbered item).
13 Y 4 "

x 5" insert or fly sheets are also used for indicating the
previous year's quantity, unit of measure, and unit cost. These
sheets are found to be valuable as a check to locate possible errors
in quantities and prices between the two years or evident omissions from current year's inventory, and are scrutinized care f ul l y
before the inventory books are finally approved.
Quantities are entered from two records:
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(a) Directly from stock ledgers, care being exercised to not
take any figures f rom the available record portion of
account.
(b) From 4" x 6" cards prepared by the department not using
stock ledgers, and this includes work in process.
Pricing
We have an understanding with the Purchasing Department as
to what stock will be market priced. For instance, experience with
market pricing many items of screws, bolts, nuts, washers, etc.,
indicates that it is a loss of effort because of the small amount
involved.
An experienced and competent calculating machine operator is
called in for a four to five weeks' job to total the quantities, carry
the lesser of cost and market prices into cost or market price column, extend into the proper column, which work is checked before
totalling each sheet. The recapitulation sheet accounts for classification by commodities.
Depreciated Inventory
All depreciated stock is entered in one book in three divisions:
(a ) Obsolete.
(b) Eliminated.
(c) Slow- moving.
Official authority originates from the "Change Order Committee" for declaration of obsolete and eliminated classifications by
numerically numbered "Change Order" with copies forwarded to
our files. Price files are rubber stamped "Eliminated" and "Obsolete" with date and change order number.
Excessive quantities which, according to our judgment, will deteriorate before final consumption, and also dormant items are
classed as "Slow- moving ". Perpetual inventory records are thoroughly checked and followed up to bring these questionable items to
attention. Price files are rubber stamped "Slow- moving ".
Although the depreciated items appear in the other inventory
books, they are rubber stamped according to one of the three divisions but not priced.
A 4" x 6" card for each item is written in advance with data to
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indicate the status, especially the rate of consumption, and these
cards are clipped to ledger accounts so that in the operation of
transferring quantities from stock records to inventory books, the
quantities will be entered with stockkeeper's initials on the cards.
Some person in authority scrutinizes every card, checks with previous year's card, establishes the depreciated value and naturally
takes advantage of the opportunity of investigating the reasons
for depreciation, and interviewing every person who may advance
some idea of disposition.
Price files are brought down to date with the latest value and
the three divisions followed by the same
cards re- arranged
order of classifications by commodities in regular books, when the
depreciated book is ready for typing. A summary is made by
book accounts to show the losses during the year resulting from
depreciation, and these figures are considered when reconciling
differences between physical inventory and book values.
It is found profitable, in order to keep this inventory reduced to
a minimum at all times, to have a person delegated with the duty
and authority to follow -up and make disposition to best advantage,
and this work is under way the entire year.
We discontinued a special stock room where it was intended to
have this stock segregated because, from two year's experience, it
proved ineffectual and impractical; consequently, the stock remains
in its original stock room.
New deliveries to stock are sometimes made for obsolete and
eliminated stock when full value automatically becomes effective
but the status remains the same, unless revised by authority of a
"Change Order ". Also the full value is applied to slow- moving
stock when new deliveries to stock are made. In any event, all
such items are again reviewed in connection with the next annual
inventory in order to have every piece of stock listed in its proper
place in inventory books and correctly valued.
General Requisition
At the time of original set -up eight years ago, there were many
printed forms, outside of the bill of materials, in use for requisitioning various kinds of stock, supplies, tools, services, etc., which
presented a confused problem in connection with a proper system
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of control. The general requisition form was made effective so
that the one form still continues for issuance of a requisition for
stock, equipment, supplies, service, etc., of any nature regardless
of its source of supply.
Branch Stores
Stock is carried in eighteen branches and service warehouses
throughout the United States and Canada, and included in the inventory control set -up under special accounts. General instructions for all branches and special instructions for some of them
are sent July i with a supply of commercial printed forms to the
branches stocking finished goods only, and 4" x 6" cards to the
service warehouses. When the cards are returned, they are priced
and inventory sheets typed from them.
Pricing is accomplished, including depreciated values, from the
files and records previously referred to. However, the depreciated
figures are not available until the factory depreciated inventory
can be completed. The branch stores depreciated inventory on
4" x 6" cards is ultimately incorporated in our files for follow -up
through the Sales Department. The total branch inventory amount
includes the depreciated articles, but the depreciated total is available, and losses computed from the 4" x 6" cards as a separate
record for use when reconciling final figures with general ledger
accounts. The original inventories including those typed from
4" x 6" cards are bound in book form for permanent filing.
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